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Abstract
Let F be a quadratic functor from abelian groups to abelian groups. We compute the derived
functors L*F of F . As an application we compute completely the Quillen homology for the
variety of groups of nilpotency degree 2. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18G10; 18G15; 20J05
0. Introduction
Let X be a simplicial abelian group and let F be a functor which carries abelian
groups to abelian groups so that FX is again a simplicial abelian group. The homo-
topy groups X and FX are dened as the homology of the corresponding Moore
complexes. Since the work of Kan and Dold{Puppe it is a well-known problem to
compute FX in terms of X and invariants of the functor F. In particular, if X
is an Eilenberg{Mac Lane object K(A; n) then FX determines the derived functors
LF(A; n). However, there are only a very few explicit computations of such derived
functors in the literature. For special quadratic functors (exterior square 2, symmetric
square S2 and Whitehead’s functor  ) computations of LF can be found in Dennett
[5] and Simson [20], respectively. In this paper, we use quadratic modules [1] to cal-
culate LF explicitly for any quadratic functor F. Moreover, for any simplicial abelian
group X we show that FX can be computed by a quadratic universal coecient
formula which specializes to the classical universal coecient theorem for homology
groups in case F is additive. For this we use quadratic modules in order to formulate
explicitly the graded quadratic tensor and torsion products needed.
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For each variety of groups there is the notion of homology dened internal in the
variety which is a special case of Quillen homology [19], see Stammbach [22] and
Leedham-Green [13]. As an application of the quadratic universal coecient formual
we are able to compute completely the Quillen homology for the variety of groups of
nilpotency degree 2; see Section 5. We also compute the quadratic functors [9, 10] of
Ellis in Section 6.
The computation of derived functors of polynomial functors F of higher degree  3
remains a deep problem. Only for very special polynomial endofunctors of the category
of vector spaces the derived functors are known, see Bouseld [2] and Curtis [4].
1. Universal coecient theorem for additive functors
The Dold{Kan equivalence shows that the category of simplicial abelian groups is
equivalent to the category of non-negative chain complexes. The equivalence carries
X to the Moore chain complex C = NX so that X = HC is the homology of C.
Compare [7]. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups and let F :Ab ! Ab be an
additive functor which preserves ltered colimits, i.e. direct limits of direct systems.
Then one has for free abelian groups A the natural isomorphism
F(A) = A⊗M where M = F(Z): (1.1)
Moreover, if X consists of free abelian groups then FX = X ⊗M and NFX = C ⊗M
so that one gets the well-known universal coecient theorem given by the following
short exact sequences:
FX
k
0 −−−−−! (X )⊗M
−−−−−! (X ⊗M)
−−−−−! (X ) M −−−−−! 0
k k k
0 −−−−−! (HC)⊗M −−−−−! H(C ⊗M) −−−−−! (HC) M −−−−−! 0
Here the right-hand side is dened by the torsion product of abelian groups A  B =
Tor1(A; B). The rows are binatural short exact and split (unnaturally). The map  is of
degree 0 and  is of degree −1. The bottom row is the classical universal coecient
theorem for the homology of chain complexes; see for example [6, 21].
2. Quadratic functors and quadratic modules
Let A, resp. B be an additive, resp. abelian category with biproduct denoted by .
A functor F :A! B is termed quadratic if F(0) = 0 and if the cross eect
F(A j B) = kernel(F(A B)! FA FB) (2.1)
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is biadditive. This yields the binatural isomorphism
F(A B) = F(A) F(B) F(A j B)
given by (Fi1; Fi2; i12) where i1 :AA  B; i2 :AA  B and i12 :F(AjB)F(A  B)
are the inclusions. Moreover, for any object A one gets the diagram
FfAg = (F(A) H!F(A j A) P!F(A)): (2.2)
Here P = F(p1 + p2)i12 :F(AjA)F(A A)! F(A) is given by the codiagonal p1 +
p2 :A  A ! A where p1 and p2 are the projections. Moreover, H is determined by
the equation i12H = F(i1 + i2)−F(i1)−F(i2) where i1 + i2 :A! AA is the diagonal.
Denition 2.1. A quadratic module in B is a diagram
M = (Me
H!Mee P!Me)
satisfying HPH = 2H and PHP = 2P. For example, FfAg in (2.2) is always a quadratic
module in B. Compare [1].
Now, assume F :Ab ! Ab is a quadratic functor which preserves ltered colimits.
Then one has for free abelian groups A a natural isomorphism which is the quadratic
analogue of (1.1):
F(A) = A⊗M; (2.3)
where
M = FfZg:
Here A⊗M denotes the quadratic tensor product in [1] dened as follows:
Denition 2.2. Let A be an abelian group and let M be a quadratic module in Ab. Then
A⊗M is the abelian group with generators a⊗m; [a; b]⊗n for a; b 2 A;m 2 Me; n 2 Mee
and relations
(a+ b)⊗ m = a⊗ m+ b⊗ m+ [a; b]⊗ Hm;
[a; a]⊗ n = a⊗ P(n);
where a⊗ m is linear in m and [a; b]⊗ n is linear in a; b and n.
Let A and B be abelian categories where A has enough projective objects. For any
functor F :A! B one obtains the derived functors [7]
LnF :A! B with
(LnF)(A) = n(FK(A; 0)): (2.4)
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Here K(A;m) is a simplicial object in A with projective components such that mK(A;m)
= A; iK(A;m) = 0 for i 6= m. If F is quadratic and if the projective dimension of A
is  1 then LnF = 0 for n  3. Moreover, in this case given a projective resolution
0! A1 d!A0 ! A! 0 (2.5)
of A we obtain the chain complex (cf. Kan{Whitehead [12])
F(A1 j A1) 2!F(A1) F(A1 j A0) 1!F(A0) (2.6)
with 1 = (F(d); PF(d j 1)) and 2 = (P;−F(1 j d)) which satises
(LnF)A =
8>><
>>:
cokernel 1; n = 0;
kernel 1=image 2; n = 1;
kernel 2; n = 2:
(2.7)
The next result is proved in [1].
Proposition 2.3. The category consisting of quadratic functors F :Ab ! Ab which
preserve ltered colimits and satisfy F = L0F is equivalent to the category of
quadratic modules in Ab. The equivalence carries F to FfZg with the inverse carrying
M to the functor A 7! A⊗M .
If F :Ab ! Ab is given by F(A) = A ⊗ M then for A; B 2 Ab the cross eect
denoted by (AjB)⊗M satises
F(A j B) = (A j B)⊗M = A⊗ B⊗Mee:
In this case (2.6) has the form (cf. [1])
A1 ⊗ A1 ⊗Mee 2!A1 ⊗M  A1 ⊗ A0 ⊗Mee 1!A0 ⊗M: (2.8)
For a; a0 2 A1; b 2 A0; m 2 Me; n 2 Mee we obtain 1 and 2 by
1(a⊗ m) = (da)⊗ m;
1([a; a0]⊗ n) = [da; da0]⊗ n;
1(a⊗ b⊗ n) = [da; b]⊗ n;
2(a⊗ a0 ⊗ n) = −a⊗ da0 ⊗ n+ [a; da0]⊗ n:
Now, we have (L0F)A = A⊗M and we obtain the quadratic torsion functors [1]
(L1F)A = A 0 M and (L2F)A = A 00 M: (2.9)
The proof of (2.7) is based on 4.23 in [7] since the normalization of FK(A; 0) in low
degrees coincides with (2.6); compare also [1] where various examples of quadratic
torsion products are computed.
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3. Universal coecient theorem for quadratic functors
We introduce the graded quadratic tensor and torsion products needed for the quadratic
analogue of the universal coecient theorem in Section 1. Each quadratic functor F
yields the associated chain complex
F(A) = fF(A) P F(A j A) 1−T F(A j A) 1+T F(A j A) 1−T : : :g; (3.1)
where F(A) is in degree 0 and the dierential di is given by d1 = P; d2n = 1 −
T; d2n+1 = 1 + T for n  1 with T = HP − 1: Compare also [20]. One readily checks
that TT = 1 and dd = 0. Now, assume the functor F is given by F(A) = A⊗M . Then
the quadratic functor Fn in (3.1) with Fn(A) = F(A j A) for n  1 satises
Fn(A j A) = A⊗ A⊗Mee;
so that FnfZg dened in (2.2) for n  1 is given by the quadratic module
(Mee
(1;1)! Mee Mee (1;1)! Mee)
Hence, the chain complex (3.1) corresponds by the equivalence in (2.3) to the following
chain complex associated to M in the category of quadratic modules:
M =
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
Mee
(1;T ) −−−− Mee Mee
(1;−T−T; 1) −−−− Mee Mee
(1; TT; 1) −−−− Mee Mee  −−−−?????y"
?????y"
?????y"
?????y" : : :
Me  −−−−
P
Mee  −−−−
1−T
Mee  −−−−
1+T
Mee  −−−−
9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
(3.2)
Clearly A⊗M = F(A) for A⊗M = F(A). We can also write
M = (Me
H!Mee P!Me)
as a quadratic module in the category of chain complexes. Here the chain complex Me
is the bottom row and Mee is the top row in (3.2). For a chain complex C in an abelian
category let ZC be the graded object of cycles with ZnC = kernel (dn :Cn ! Cn−1).
In particular, we shall use in Denition (3.1) the graded object of cycles ZM of the
chain complex M above. More explicitly one gets for k  1
ZnM =
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
Me
H!Mee P!Me; n = 0;
Ker P  Mee
2−HP! Ker P; n = 1;
Ker (2− HP) Mee HP!Ker (2− HP); n = 2k;
Ker (HP) Mee
2−HP! Ker (HP); n = 2k + 1;
(3.3)
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where  denotes the inclusion. We shall also use the homology groups Hn Meee. The
homology Hn Mee = 0 is trivial.
3.1. Defnition of graded tensor products Let Ab be the category of graded abelian
groups A with Ai = 0 for i < 0. As usual we dene for A; B 2 Ab the graded tensor
product A⊗ B with
(A⊗ B)n =
M
i+j=n
Ai ⊗ Bj: (1)
Let A
>⊗B be the ordered tensor product with
(A
>⊗B)n =
M
i+j=n
i>j
Ai ⊗ Bj: (2)
In order to be able to formulate nicely the universal coecient theorem for quadratic
functors we dene the graded quadratic tensor product A ⊗ M of A 2 Ab and a
quadratic module M in Ab by
(A⊗M)n = (A
>⊗A)n ⊗Mee  (A
>⊗HMe)n 
(
Am ⊗ ZmM if n = 2m;
0 if n = 2m+ 1:
(3)
Hence, we obtain for each M the quadratic functor Ab ! Ab which carries A to
A⊗M . One readily checks for A; B 2 Ab that the cross eect satises
(A j B)⊗M = A⊗ B⊗Mee (4)
yielding a relationship between the graded quadratic tensor product and the graded
tensor product above. Since Ab has global dimension 1 we can apply (2.6) for the
denition of the graded quadratic torsion products as derived functors of (3):
A 0 M = L1(−⊗M)(A);
A 00 M = L2(−⊗M)(A):
(5)
Moreover, A⊗M = L0(−⊗M)(A) and Ln(−⊗M)(A) = 0 for n  3. Given a bifunctor
F on abelian groups such as the tensor product ⊗ or the torsion product  one obtains
extensions of F to graded abelian groups A; B in the same way as in (1) and (2) so
that F(A; B) 2 Ab and
>
F(A; B) 2 Ab are dened. That is we set
F(A; B)n =
M
i+j=n
F(Ai; Bj);
>
F(A; B)n =
M
1+j=n
i>j
F(Ai; Bj):
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Let Trp be the triple torsion product of Mac Lane; see [14, 16] and the Notes on
p. 393 in [15]. Then the cross eects of (5) are given by
(A j B) 0 M = Trp(A; B;Mee);
(A j B) 00 M = A  B Mee:
(6)
We can describe the graded quadratic torsion products explicitly by the quadratic torsion
products (2.9) as follows:
(A 0 M)n =
>
Trp(A; A;Mee)n  (A> HM)n 
(
Am 0 ZmM if n = 2m;
0 if n = 2m+ 1;
(7)
(A 00 M)n = (A> A)n Mee 
(
Am 00 ZmM if n = 2m;
0 if n = 2m+ 1:
(8)
We are now ready to formulate the universal coecient theorem for quadratic func-
tors.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a simplicial abelian group which is free abelian in each degree
and let F :Ab ! Ab be a quadratic functor given by F(A) = A ⊗M where M is a
quadratic module in Ab. Moreover; assume that Mee is torsion free. Then there is a
short exact sequence; n 2 Z;
n(FX )
k
0 −−−−! ((X )⊗M)n
−−−−! n(X ⊗M)
−−−−! ((X ) 0 M)n−1 −−−−! 0
which is natural in X and M . Here the left hand side is the graded quadratic tensor
product and the right-hand side is the graded quadratic torsion product in Denition
3.1. The explicit description of the inclusion map  is given in Remark 3.8 below.
If Mee is not free abelian one gets the following spectral sequence.
3.3 Addendum. Let X; F and M be given as in Theorem 3.2. If Mee is not torsion
free there is a homological rst quadrant spectral sequence E2pq ) p+q(X ⊗M) with
E3 = E1 and with dierentials d2 :E2pq ! E2p−2;q+1. Moreover,
E20 = (X )⊗M;
E21 = (X ) 0 M;
E22 = (X ) 00 M;
and E2pq = 0 for p > 2. The only possible non-trivial dierential is d2 :E
2
2; q ! E20; q+1.
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This Addendum and the theorem are consequences of the spectral sequence in
Section 7 below.
3.4 Suspension homomorphism. By Dold{Puppe [7] one has for any functor T :Ab!
Ab with T (0) = 0 the natural suspension homomorphism of degree +1
 : (TX )! T (X ):
The suspensions X of the simplicial abelian group X is given by the quotient
X = (ZS1)⊗ X=  ⊗X;
where S1 is the pointed simplicial circle and ZS1 is obtained by applying the free
abelian group functor. The suspension homomorphism is compatible with the universal
coecient Theorem 3.2; namely, there exist natural transformations  of degree +1
together with a commutative diagram of short exact sequences:
0 −−−−! (X )⊗M
−−−−! (X ⊗M)
−−−−! (X ) 0 M −−−−! 0?????y
?????y
?????y
0 −−−−! (sX )⊗M
−−−−! ((X )⊗M)
−−−−! (sX ) 0 M −−−−! 0 :
For a graded abelian group A let sA be given by (sA)n+1 = An so that the identity is
a map s :A = sA of degree +1. Then it is well known that
(X ) = s(X ):
Moreover, the bottom row of the diagram is given by the universal coecient theorem
for X. We now describe explicitly the natural transformations of degree +1
 :A⊗M ! (sA)⊗M;
 :A 0 M ! (sA) 0 M
used in the diagram. We only dene  on A ⊗M ; the map  on A 0 M is obtained
accordingly. The map  is trivial on the direct summand A
>⊗A ⊗ Mee of A ⊗ M .
Moreover, on Ai ⊗ HjMe ; i + j = n; i > j, let  be given by the map
s⊗ id :Ai ⊗ HjMe = (sA)i+1 ⊗ HjMe :
Finally, let  on Am ⊗ ZmM; n = 2m; be given by
s⊗ q :Am ⊗ ZmM ! (sA)m+1 ⊗ HmM;
where q :ZmM ! HmM is the projection from cycles to homology classes.
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Remark 3.5. Let X be a simplical abelian group and let M be a quadratic module in
Ab. Then one has natural homomorphisms
i(X )⊗ j(X )⊗Mee 3! i+j(X ⊗M);
i(X )⊗ ZiM ! 2i(X ⊗M);
i(X )⊗ HjMe ! i+j(X ⊗M); i > j;
which are dened on generators by the formulas below. In fact, these homomorphisms
yield in the obvious way the inclusion  in the universal coecient Theorem 3.2. The
homomorphism 5 is induced by the classical shue, that is,
5(fxg ⊗ fyg ⊗ n) =
X
(a:b)
[sb x; say]⊗ n:
Here fxg 2 iX is represented by x and the sum ranges over all (i; j)-shues (a : b);
compare for Example 5.6 in [4]. Next, we obtain  for i > 0 by the formulas
([fxg; fyg]⊗ n) =5(fxg ⊗ fyg ⊗ n);
(fxg ⊗ m) =
X
(a:b)
a1=0
[sbx; sax]⊗ m:
Here, the sum is taken over all (i; i)-shues (a : b) = (a1 <   < a2 : b1 <   < b2)
which are permutations of f0; : : : ; 2i−1g with a1 = 0. If i = 0 there is an obvious map
 : 0(X ) ⊗ M ! 0(X ⊗ M). Finally, one can obtain  for i > j > 0 by methods
similar to the computation of the operation  (in case M = ZS ⊗ Z=2) in [11, 3.4].
4. Examples
The classical functors
N2; P2; 2; S2;   (tensor square, quadratic construction, exte-
rior square, symmetric square, Whitehead’s  -functor [23]) have the following asso-
ciated quadratic Z-modules; compare [1]:
F FfZg =

F(Z) H!F(Z=Z) P!F(Z)

;
⊗2 Z⊗ =

Z i1+i2! Z Z p1+p2! Z

;
P2 ZP =

Z Z p1+p2! Z i1+i2! Z Z

;
2 Z = (0! Z! 0);
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S2 ZS =

Z 2!Z 1!Z

;
  Z  =

Z 1!Z 2!Z

:
Therefore, we obtain easily from (3.2) and (3.3) the following list of associated groups
HM and associated quadratic modules ZnM which dene for M = FfZg the graded
quadratic tensor product A⊗M in (3.1).
M Z1M Z2M Z3M H0(M)e H1(M)e H2(M)e H3(M)e
Z⊗ Z⊗ Z⊗ Z⊗ 0 0 0 0
ZP Z Z  Z Z 0 Z=2 0
Z Z  Z Z  0 Z=2 0 Z=2
ZS Z Z  Z 0 0 Z=2 0
Z  Z Z  Z Z=2 0 Z=2 0
For all quadratic modules M and ZiM in this list we have A 00 M = 0 since Mee is
free abelian. Moreover, the quadratic torsion A 0 M is given by the classical functors
A 0 Z⊗ = A  A;
A 0 Z  = R(A) = H5K(A; 2);
A 0 Z =
(A) = H7K(A; 3)=(Z=3Z⊗ A);
where R and 
 are functors of Eilenberg{Mac Lane [8] with R(A j B) = 
(A j B) =
A  B and R(Z) = 
(Z) = 0 and R(Z=n) = Z=(2; n); 
(Z=n) = Z=n. Moreover,
A 0 ZS = A 0 ZP = A  A=fn(a; a); a 2 Ag
has the cross eect A  B and satises (Z=n) 0 ZS = 0 for n  0.
Using the list above one obtains readily by (3.2) the universal coecient theorem
for n(FX ) where F = ⊗2; P2; 2; S2;  2. For example, for F = 2 we have the short
exact sequence
0! ((X )⊗ Z)n ! (2X ) !((X ) 0 Z)n−1 ! 0 (4.1)
with
((X )⊗ Z)n = (X
>⊗ X )n  (X
>⊗(Z=2)odd)n

(
(mX ); n = 2m; m even;
 (mX ); n = 2m; m odd;
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((X ) 0 Z)n−1 = ((X )>(X ))n−1  ((X )>(Z=2)odd)n−1

(

(mX ); n− 1 = 2m; m even;
R(mX ); n− 1 = 2m; m odd:
Here (Z=2)odd is the graded abelian group which is Z=2 in odd degrees  1 and trivial
otherwise.
Remark 4.1. We point out that the universal coecient sequence (4.1) for 2 is split
(unnaturally), also the coecient sequences for ⊗2; P2; S2;  2 are split (unnaturally).
To see this it is enough to consider only nF K(A;m) for such functors F since X
is a sum of such K(A;m). Then the canonical map  :K(A;m) ! K 0(A;m) yields
the retraction. Here, K 0(A;m) is the simplicial group for which the normalization is
concentrated in degree m and (NK 0(A;m))m = A.
5. Homology in the variety of groups of nilpotency degree two
The homology in varieties of groups is studied by Leedham-Green [13]. We here
compute this homology if the variety is the category Nil of groups of nilpotency degree
2. Let G 2 Nil and let K(G; 0)Nil be a simplicial object in Nil such that each group
K(G; 0)Niln ; n  0, is a free object in the category Nil and such that
0 K(G; 0)Nil = G and i K(G; 0)Nil = 0 for i  1:
Let H1 :Nil ! Ab be the abelianization functor. Then the homology of G in the variety
Nil is dened by
HNiln (G) = n−1(H1 K(G; 0)
Nil): (5.1)
For any free object F in Nil one has the natural central extension
0! 2(H1F)! F ! H1F ! 0
which yields a short exact sequence of simplicial groups
0! 2X ! K(G; 0)Nil ! X ! 0 (5.2)
with X = H1K(G; 0)Nil . Hence, the long exact sequence of homotopy groups associated
to (5.2) determines for n  2 the isomorphisms
HNiln+1(G) = n(X )
@= n−1(X ): (5.3)
where the right-hand side is embedded in the universal coecient sequence (4.1).
We obtain the following result which can be used to compute the groups HNiln (G)
completely.
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Theorem 5.1. Let G 2 Nil. Then one has
HNil1 (G) =H1(G) = abelianization ofG;
HNil2 (G) =Ker (
2H1(G)
w![G;G]);
where w is the commutator map. Moreover, for n  2 one has the split short exact
sequence
0! (HNil+1(G)⊗ Z)n ! HNiln+2(G)! (HNil+1(G) 0 Z)n−1 ! 0:
Here, H+1 is the graded object with (H+1)n = Hn+1. Inductively the sequence
determines all groups Hn = HNiln (G). For example one gets the following split exact
sequences which yield inductively direct sum decompositions of H3; H4; H5:
0! H2 ⊗ H1 ! H3 ! 
(H1)! 0
0! H3 ⊗ H1   (H1)! H4 ! H2  H1 ! 0
0! H4 ⊗ H1  H3 ⊗ (H2  Z=2)! H5 ! H3  H1  R(H2)! 0:
6. Universal quadratic functors of Ellis
Let G be a group. In [9, 10] Ellis introduces the groups  nG and JnG; n  2, which
are related with the homology HnG by an exact sequence
0 − H2G  − J2G  −  2G  − H3G  − : : : (6.1)
Moreover, one has  2G =  (H1G). We now describe  nG for n  2 in terms of
the homology of G. Let K(G; 0) be a free simplicial group with 0K(G; 0) = G and
nK(G; 0) = 0 for n > 0. Then the homology of G is given by
Hn+1G = n(X ) where X = H1K(G; 0): (6.2)
Moreover, for n  2 the group  nG is given by
 nG = n−2( X ) (6.3)
so that we can apply the universal coecient theorem for the functor  . For this we
use the last row in the second table of Section 4 and Theorem 3.1. For example one
gets for Hn = HnG the following short exact sequences which are split.
0! H2 ⊗ (H1  Z=2)!  3G ! R(H1)! 0
0! H3 ⊗ (H1  Z=2) 2H2 !  4G ! H2  (H1  Z=2)! 0
0! H4 ⊗ (H1  Z=2) H3 ⊗ H2 !  5G ! H3  (H1  Z=2) 
(H2)! 0:
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From the rst sequence one gets the group
 3(Z=mZ) = R(Z=mZ) = Z=(2; m)
which was also considered in [10] (where this group was calculated incorrectly).
7. A spectral sequence for quadratic functors
Let A be an abelian category with enough projectives. For any biadditive func-
tor G :A  A ! Ab we denote by LG the total derived bifunctor [3]. Recall that
LG(A; B) = Hn Tot (G(P; R)) where P ! A and R ! B are projective resolutions.
Let G :A ! Ab be the diagonal of G, that is G(A) = G(A; A). Then it is well
known that
(LnG)(A) = (LnG)(A; A): (7.1)
This is a consequence of Eilenberg{Zilber{Cartier theorem [7] (2.7). Given a quadratic
functor F :A! Ab we obtain the biadditive functor G as a cross eect of F and one
gets LnF(A j B) = (LnG)(A; B). Moreover, we have by F the chain complex F(A) as
in (3.1) which yields the functors A 7! HiF(A) and A 7! ZiF(A) by the homology
and cycles, respectively.
Theorem 7.1. Let F :A! Ab be a quadratic functor and let X be a component-wise
projective simplicial object in A. Then there is a spectral sequence
Erpq =) p+qF(X )
with dierentials dr :Erpq ! Erp−r; q+r−1. Moreover; the E2-term is naturally given by
the formula
E2pq =
M
i+j=q
i>j
[Lp(HjF)(iX ) LpF(iX j jX )]
M Lp(ZmF)(mX ); if q = 2m;
0 if q odd :
Proof. Case 1. First we consider the case when X = K(Q; n) = K 0(Q; n) is given by a
projective object Q. Here, K 0(Q; n) is just the simplicial object in A with normalization
concentrated in degree n and NnK(Q; n) = Q. By denition we get for n = 0
iF K(Q; 0) = (LiF)(Q) (1)
with (L0F)(Q) = F(Q) and (LiF)(Q) = 0 for i > 0. In fact, for n = 0 the simplicial
object K(Q; 0) and FK(Q; 0) are both constant simplicial objects. If n > 0 one has by
4.23 in [7]
iF K(Q; n) = 0 for i > 2n or i < n: (2)
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Moreover, for n > 0 one has the isomorphisms
n+iFK(Q; n) = (HiF)(Q) for 0  i < n; (3)
2nFK(Q; n) = (ZnF)(Q): (4)
For a proof of formula (3) see Section 4 in [18]; compare also [2]. For a proof of (4)
we rst observe that
2nF(K(Q; n) j K(Q; n)) = F(Q j Q)
and the operators H and P of the cross eect F( j ) yield homomorphisms
2nFK(Q; n)
2n!F(Q j Q) 2n! 2nFK(Q; n):
By 8.8 in [7] 2n+2 is a monomorphism with
image (2n+2) = kernel (2n): (5)
This shows that formula (4) holds. Using (2){(4) we see that for X = K(Q; n) we
have F(X ) = E20 and hence the theorem holds for such X since Lp vanishes on
projective objects for p > 0.
Case 2. Now, consider the case when X has homotopy groups nX which are
projective objects in A. Then X is of the form X ’ K(Qn; n) where Qn is projective
so that Qn = nX. Then using the decomposition of FX by cross eects we obtain the
theorem also for such X.
Case 3. For general X we use Proposition 17.1.2 in [3] which shows that there is a
bisimplicial projective resolution Q ! X such that the induced map
verticaln (Q)! nX (6)
is again a simplicial projective resolution. Hence the theorem now follows from the
spectral sequence for FQ by the computations for Case 2 above.
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